
“Urs, wow, that was incredible! Your excellent opening keynote nailed it by setting the tone
for our symposium. We received lots of positive feedback from audience members on how
much they enjoyed your talk and how useful it will be in their work with their teams.”
 -Erika Berndt, HR Director Microsoft

“Impactful. Urs delivered an opening keynote that kept the crowd engaged and wanting
more. His thoughtful delivery was filled with humor and storytelling that showcased his
impressive career and lived examples of exemplary leadership. A must have!”
-John Alaimo, DEI Strategist, Amazon

“Urs presentation was fantastic. He brings a distinctive and exciting view on leadership and
leading personal and professional change. His illustrations and examples resonate
powerfully and his approach to motivating change is compelling. Urs gives a very tight,
energetic and extremely enjoyable and inspiring presentation that never wavers or falters.
His is a unique and diverse worldview and it resonates with authenticity.”
-Mark Davila, Director Strategic Affiliate Partnerships, Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM)

 "Urs' speech was absolutely incredible! Great energy and fantastic message. There were so
many great nuggets of information, I couldn't write fast enough. I highly recommend Urs
as a speaker for your next event. Outstanding!" 
-Paris Ervin, Senior Director Media and Public Affairs, Illinois Health and Hospital
Association

"Urs was not only a phenomenal speaker, but he was also a great collaborator as we
prepared for our event. Urs truly worked to understand our organization's mission and
culture and made strong connections to our organization throughout his talk and
activities. Urs felt like more than just a speaker, he felt like our strategic partner."
-Tiffany Nieman, MSIO, Director of Organizational Development 

“Urs has a special talent for engaging his audience while sharing hard-hitting wisdom
about managing in today's challenging environment. He speaks authoritatively and with
empathy. A 10 out of 10.”
-George Noroian, President, Giant Leap
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